
ESM Solutions - Sourcing - Line Item Bid

Event ID B22009R Arch Equipment Group LLC 98,065.50$                                                                             

Event Name 4x4 Dump Truck - 19,500 GVWR Rebid

Section Name Standard Line Item Pricing

Section Attachments

Supplier Name  Response Notes  Response Attachment Item/Service (Required - Entity) Quantity (Required - Entity)Unit Bid Price (Required - Supplier)Extended Bid Price Notes  SupplierNotes AttachmentsNoBid

Arch Equipment Group LLC 2022 Ram 5500 Chassis with 11'Steel dump 

bed with hoist and 10' MVP plow and 

stainless salt spreader and LED light kit- 

$98,065.50

Bid exceptions:

- Color - White cab and Black body

- Steel construction dump body

- Electric over hydraulic hoist with electric 

salt spreader

- 10' plow is maxed length per truck spec's

Attachments include details on chassis, 

dump bed, blade, salt spreader, and LED 

Package.

 Certificate of Contract/bidder, receipt of 

addendum 1, detail quote on plow, spreader, and 

lights, chassis and dump pricing, chassis, dump, 

and accessory total pricing, picture of truck on lot, 

Detail on dump bed, Details on RAM Chassis

ENTER TOTAL COST:

NEW 4X4 DIESEL DUMP TRUCK – 19,500 GVWR

DELIVERED TO JJC MAIN CAMPUS

1 79400.0000 79400.00 Includes dump bed installed No

Arch Equipment Group LLC 2022 Ram 5500 Chassis with 11'Steel dump 

bed with hoist and 10' MVP plow and 

stainless salt spreader and LED light kit- 

$98,065.50

Bid exceptions:

- Color - White cab and Black body

- Steel construction dump body

- Electric over hydraulic hoist with electric 

salt spreader

- 10' plow is maxed length per truck spec's

Attachments include details on chassis, 

dump bed, blade, salt spreader, and LED 

Package.

 Certificate of Contract/bidder, receipt of 

addendum 1, detail quote on plow, spreader, and 

lights, chassis and dump pricing, chassis, dump, 

and accessory total pricing, picture of truck on lot, 

Detail on dump bed, Details on RAM Chassis

ENTER TOTAL COST:

SALT SPREADER

1 6697.7500 6697.75 SaltDogg spreader installed No

Arch Equipment Group LLC 2022 Ram 5500 Chassis with 11'Steel dump 

bed with hoist and 10' MVP plow and 

stainless salt spreader and LED light kit- 

$98,065.50

Bid exceptions:

- Color - White cab and Black body

- Steel construction dump body

- Electric over hydraulic hoist with electric 

salt spreader

- 10' plow is maxed length per truck spec's

Attachments include details on chassis, 

dump bed, blade, salt spreader, and LED 

Package.

 Certificate of Contract/bidder, receipt of 

addendum 1, detail quote on plow, spreader, and 

lights, chassis and dump pricing, chassis, dump, 

and accessory total pricing, picture of truck on lot, 

Detail on dump bed, Details on RAM Chassis

ENTER TOTAL COST:

SNOW PLOW

1 9867.7500 9867.75 Western 10.6" MVP3 installed No

Arch Equipment Group LLC 2022 Ram 5500 Chassis with 11'Steel dump 

bed with hoist and 10' MVP plow and 

stainless salt spreader and LED light kit- 

$98,065.50

Bid exceptions:

- Color - White cab and Black body

- Steel construction dump body

- Electric over hydraulic hoist with electric 

salt spreader

- 10' plow is maxed length per truck spec's

Attachments include details on chassis, 

dump bed, blade, salt spreader, and LED 

Package.

 Certificate of Contract/bidder, receipt of 

addendum 1, detail quote on plow, spreader, and 

lights, chassis and dump pricing, chassis, dump, 

and accessory total pricing, picture of truck on lot, 

Detail on dump bed, Details on RAM Chassis

ENTER TOTAL COST: 

ACCESSORIES

1 2100.0000 2100.00 LED Light package No


